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Objectives 
The main objectives of math support at Community High School are to help students do 
well in their current math class, to provide students with additional time and support to 
complete assignments and stay organized, and to help students refine their math skills.  

 
Expectations 
Students are expected to utilize the help provided during math support class and work 
during the entire class period on one of the following activities: 
 
1. Working on your current math assignment. 
2. Working on a past due math assignment. 
3. Reviewing for an upcoming math test. (highlighting notes, making flashcards, etc.) 
4. Making test corrections on a past math test. 
5. Helping another student to understand a math problem. 
6. Doing ACT or SAT prep on Khan Academy or College Board sites. 
7. Organizing your notebook or backpack. 
8. Doing a practice sheet or extra problems of a certain type. 
9. Working on an assignment for another class, but only if you are completely up-to-

date on all math assignments and have a C or better on all math tests (or have made 
test corrections on or retaken any low-score tests). 

 
Attendance 
A successful math support experience begins with attending class regularly and on time. 
Math support students will need to take responsible for their own learning by knowing 
what to work on, setting a goal for each class period, asking for help when needed, and 
above all, giving their best effort each day. 
 
Cell Phones and Calculators:  Cell phones should be used responsibly and confined to 
educational purposes in class. In general, they should be kept in your bag. Graphing (or 
scientific) calculators are useful.  You may sign out a graphing calculator in the main office.  
 
Grading 
50% - participation in class (always doing one of the nine items listed above) 
40% - keeping up in your current math class, putting forth your best effort on assessments  
10% - setting and achieving your learning goals 
 


